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East of East
The global cosmopolitans of suburban LA

W

elcome to the San Gabriel Valley—America’s first ‘‘suburban Chinatown.’’1 A typical-looking twentieth-century suburbia a few miles east of
downtown Los Angeles, the San Gabriel Valley—or SGV, as residents call

it—has been transformed in recent decades by ethnic Chinese investment and settlement from both sides of the Pacific.2 In some parts of the valley—places such as

Monterey Park and Rowland Heights—more than half of the population is Asian, and
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El Monte Station, El Monte Legion Stadium Nocturne by Vincent Ramos.

English is often a secondary—or tertiary—language in the

about all the different cultures so I don’t end up disrespect-

plentiful strip malls that line the main thoroughfares. It’s

ing people and getting my ass kicked.’’6

a regional and global hub for Asians from all over Southern

Yes, you’ve got to have a clue, but for the most part these

California and the world. Then there’s the restaurant scene,

playful pop culture expressions of cosmopolitanism

which is how many Angelenos have come to know the val-

embrace living together, coexisting, with mutual respect for

ley. You will find some of the best Chinese food in the world

difference, without denial or exclusion. The SGV is a great

in the San Gabriel Valley.

place to experience the emergence of this new global

But while true in many respects, the well-known image

cosmopolitanism.
Paul Gilroy, a cultural studies scholar who has studied

valley is a vibrant, sprawling, mixed-up multiethnic commu-

the multiethnic dynamism that came out of the reach and

nity with a complex, layered past.3 In those majority-Asian

subsequent collapse of the British empire around the world,

cities, almost one-third of the population is Latino, making

has publicly wondered about how such an everyday cosmo-

the valley as a whole more than 80 percent Asian and Latino

politanism ‘‘from below’’ could be magnified and given

now. In other SGV cities, such as El Monte and South El

greater purpose: ‘‘The challenge of being in the same pres-

Monte, the balance flips: Latinos constituting the majority

ent, of synchronizing difference and articulating cosmopol-

and Asians the next largest group. It is that mix that makes

itan hope upward from below rather that imposing it

the San Gabriel Valley a revealing place for seeing the

downward from on high provides some help in seeing how

Pacific world as an Asian-Pacific-Latino world.

we might invent conceptions of humanity that allow for the

Consider this: A comedy hip-hop group called the Fung

presumption of equal value and go beyond the issue of

brothers sings about the SGV, ‘‘Let me tell you about a place

tolerance into a more active engagement with the irreduc-

out east / Just fifteen minutes from the LA streets / Holly-

ible value of diversity within sameness.’’7

wood doesn’t even know we exist / Like it’s a mystical land,

This is a cosmopolitanism that does not look to states or
nations for the realization of its hopes, but ‘‘glories in the

filled with immigrants.’’
And this: A small, local, street-wear brand based in Mon-

ordinary virtues and ironies—listening, looking, discre-

terey Park called SGV has produced a T-shirt with a design

tion, friendship—that can be cultivated when mundane

that blended the elements of the flags of the People’s Repub-

encounters with difference become rewarding,’’ Gilroy

lic of China, Mexico, and the United States. The brand’s

writes,8 It is a ‘‘radical openness,’’9 a ‘‘planetary conscious-

website states: ‘‘The SGV is a region of America where a lot

ness’’10 made even more real and important by its aware-

of Chinese and Mexicans have learned to live together, most

ness of the harms done by racism and inequality. Ideally, it

of the time in harmony. Welcome to Chimexica.’’

4

does not stop at awareness but rejects xenophobia and

Or this: Other SGV brand designs have featured repur-

violence, and ‘‘culminates in a new way of being at home

posed logos for Sriracha, a well-known hot sauce created in

in the world through an active hostility toward national

Rosemead by an ethnically Chinese-Vietnamese immigrant,

solidarity, national culture, and their privileging over

as well as Tres Flores, a hair cream popular with working-

other, more open affiliations.’’11

class Chicano youth, and woven sandals popular with older

Gilroy, whose work has largely focused on cosmopolitanism and diaspora across the Atlantic,12 could come to the

Asian immigrant men.
And this: Another T-shirt features curse words in
Chinese, Vietnamese, Spanish, and Tagalog.
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of the SGV as a global Asian suburb obscures a vital fact: the

5

SGV to see similar patterns playing out around the Pacific
Rim. In the SGV today, I found a similar sense of cosmo-

This diversity is not always harmonious. As the SGV

politanism among many residents while working on my

brand creator Paul Chan, a child of immigrants from Hong

book The Changs Next Door to the Dı́azes. It is also increas-

Kong who moved to Alhambra as a young child in the

ingly apparent among artists, writers, poets, scholars, and

1980s, told a reporter, ‘‘I . . . learned quickly that in the SGV

activists who are beginning to express their own visions of

you play your position and don’t over step your boundaries.

the valley and in the process creating a collective, imagina-

I’ve always had a huge appreciation for that. The way those

tive vision and language that may well have the power to

unwritten rules work. . . . It was part of survival to know

alter what it means to be American. Their vision is of
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role of artists, writers, and activists in this emerging SGV

relevant to broader swaths of the United States, and it chal-

cosmopolitanism.15

lenges long-held associations of whiteness, middle-class,

‘‘East of east’’ sounds as if it could be a description of this

and suburban as normative ideals that were tightly bound

new cosmopolitanism emerging on the West Coast, on the

together. At its best, this is an explicitly antiracist cosmo-

eastern edge of the Pacific Ocean, east of East Asia. But the

politanism that does not gloss over differences between

phrase also has a defiant local edge. This interpolation of

cultures or violent histories to create a false universalism,

the global and the local is a characteristic of these new

but instead reckons with formative histories and still-

cosmopolitans. Guzmán grew up visiting relatives in South

present realities of racism and colonialism.

13

and Fragoza remember starting to use the phrase when they

historian Romeo Guzmán and artist Caribbean Fragoza, is

were both undergraduates taking Chicano Studies classes at

one organization playing with the possibilities of an emer-

University of California, Los Angeles, in the early 2000s. As

gent SGV identity, one that they refer to as ‘‘east of east.’’

Fragoza told me, in ‘‘Chicano rhetoric, everything would

The ‘‘east’’ to which the collective known as SEMAP identi-

happen in East LA.’’ There were ‘‘a lot of people that I met

fies itself as ‘‘east of’’ is East Los Angeles, long the symbolic

there who were from East LA and that were very proud of it,’’

and political core of Chicano Los Angeles. Reflecting on this

she added. ‘‘And then they were like, ‘Well, where are you

geographical adjacency, iconic Chicana writer Cherrı́e Mor-

from?’’’ When Fragoza responded that she was from El

aga, who grew up in the SGV, has written of that state of

Monte, she would be met with derision. She would then

being near, but separated from, the Chicano Movement in

respond emphatically, ‘‘‘Dude, we’re so down, we’re east of

East LA, ‘‘just ten minutes from my tree-lined working class

East LA!’ . . . So I think that’s at least how I started using it.’’16

neighborhood in San Gabriel.’’14

22

El Monte from his home in Pomona, even further east. He

The South El Monte Arts Posse, an arts collective led by

Guzmán added that they would ‘‘sort of get annoyed. . . .

Similarly, SEMAP sees itself as adjacent to, but distinct

It’s like, to make culture you have to go to East LA. But why?

from, the urban core sensibilities of East LA. ‘‘East of east’’

Why do we all have to go there? Why can’t we do stuff where

is ‘‘everything that exists outside the reach of the city of Los

we’re from?’’17

Angeles,’’ Fragoza told me when I spent the afternoon

SEMAP’s home terrain, the cities of El Monte and South

recently with her and her partner Guzmán to explore the

El Monte, have emerged as key nodes in the burgeoning
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a suburban, cosmopolitan ethos that will be increasingly

Ladies’ Night (2004) and This Time Tomorrow (2010)—

really into El Monte,’’ Guzmán told me.

Jaime-Becerra renders the mundane landscapes of the SGV

‘‘Yeah, we are,’’ Fragoza laughed. ‘‘But I still feel like
we’re SGV, we’re part of the SGV.’’

with tremendous love, name-checking places and streets
without commentary throughout his narratives, as though

In the past fifteen years, street wear brands, literary

to assert to readers that they should know these places. While

novels and short stories, a mystery set in the world of Asian

his characters are primarily working-class Mexican immi-

American parachute kids, and comedic rap songs have

grants and Mexican Americans—truck drivers, mechanics,

18

This past fall, a play about

forklift operators, fast food workers—they are always also

Toypurina, the Gabrielino woman who led a failed revolt

Goth teens, former prisoners, brothers, sisters, uncles,

against the Spanish at the San Gabriel Mission, was

lovers, and dreamers.

all emerged from the SGV.
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SGV arts and culture scene. ‘‘People from El Monte are

mounted at the Mission Playhouse, and a feature film set

While earlier generations of Chicano writers were writ-

in El Monte is in the works.19 These developments signify

ing with justifiable urgency about ‘‘field labor, immigration,

the coming of age of a multiracial, majority-nonwhite, place-

our parents’ struggles to feed the family,’’20 growing up in

specific culture, on its own terms. As a region apart from

El Monte as the son of a union meat-cutter and an elemen-

central Los Angeles, large portions of the SGV have been

tary school clerk, Jaime-Becerra realized that he could ‘‘hang

able to retain their class heterogeneity and multiracial,

with low riders and skateboarders, groove to Juan Gabriel

majority-nonwhite populations for multiple generations now,

and Siouxsie and the Banshees.’’21 Like so many Latinos and

without suffering the degree of gentrification and displace-

Asian Americans in the SGV, he was able to carve out an

ment to which central city neighborhoods are vulnerable.

ethnic identity apart from dominant ideas about race:

Like the members of SEMAP, writer Michael Jaime-

‘‘Everybody around me, they were either Mexican or Mexi-

Becerra, who grew up in El Monte and still lives there now,

can American or Vietnamese,’’ he has said. ‘‘I didn’t really

balances multiple sensibilities at once. His outlook is deeply

identify in terms of race in LA.’’22

local and connected to a specific place, but he also has an

There is freedom in the ambiguity that comes with loos-

expansive openness to the complexities of the SGV in the

ened cultural boundaries, where old stereotypes aren’t used

world. His world is El Monte, but it isn’t only El Monte.

to keep people in place, and where people are comfortable

In his two books set in and around the city—Every Night is

crossing cultural lines to find their place in a community.
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characters including migrant lettuce pickers and gang

told that they do. This is the ‘‘east of east’’ ideal, in which

members battle against the godlike Saturn, who is gradually

working- and lower-middle-class people of color are able to

revealed to be the author, Salvador Plascencia. Saturn/

simply be—and be seen by the wider community—in their

Plascencia loses control of his characters and the narrative

full and complex personhood.23 This is what Jaime-Becerra

because he is languishing over a break-up with his girl-

described as his coming-of-age experience and is apparent

friend, who has left him for a white guy. Plascencia’s El

in the world he creates for his readers.

Monte is both grounded and surreal, his portrayal of its

El Monte writer Salvador Plascencia also riffed on this

denizens heartfelt and absurd. ‘‘In a way,’’ Plascencia has

theme in his 2005 novel The People of Paper, set in the

said, both he and Jaime-Becerra ‘‘are trying to talk about an

author’s hometown. His ‘‘meta-fiction’’ was intended ‘‘partly

El Monte that’s not the news copter, watching a cop kick

as a parody of traditional immigration narratives’’—or as one

a gangster in the head.’’27 That is El Monte as a place

24

This is how

grounded in its true range of subjectivities, experiences, and

Plascencia introduces the locale: ‘‘The town was called El

imaginative possibilities, not constrained by externally

reviewer put it, is ‘‘part memoir, part lies.’’
25

Monte, after the hills it did not have.’’

A page later, he

In July 2012, Carribean Fragoza wove braided, white,

forty-eight miles north of Las Tortugas and an even fifteen

plastic bags into the green tarp and chain-link fence flanking

hundred miles from the city of Guadalajara, and while

a vacant lot near an entrance to the 60 Freeway in the SGV.

there were no cockfights or wrestling arenas, the curan-

Fragoza took used plastic bags from her mother’s kitchen

deros’ botanica shops, the menudo stands, and the bell

cupboard to make the message.28 At once suburban, polit-

towers of the Catholic churches had also pushed north,

ical, sentimental, high art, and rasquache, Fragoza’s piece

26

settling among the flower and sprinkler systems.’’

The transnational migrants settled among the suburban
‘‘flower and sprinkler systems,’’ but they made the land-

24

imposed stereotypes and power hierarchies.

elaborates: ‘‘El Monte was one thousand four hundred

exemplified the east of east spirit of SEMAP and of the SGV
more broadly.
When she was done, the plastic bags spelled out in cur-

scape their own. Throughout the book—which also playfully

sive ay corazon (which roughly translates as ‘‘oh my heart’’).

busts genre conventions with scribbled-out words, blocked

Fragoza’s installation was part of a SEMAP multisite public

text, blank pages, and graffiti—an assortment of vivid

art project, Activate Vacant, in South El Monte.29 ‘‘The ‘ay
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The place where they feel they belong, not where they are

SEMAP has staged nearly all of its events in public

homes and families every morning and return to them every

spaces: parks, front yards, driveways, vacant lots. A reading

evening,’’ Fragoza wrote. Ay corazon ‘‘is meant to evoke the

celebrating the publication of chapbooks by poets Aimee

loved one and whatever emotion the two words arouse in

Suzara and Vickie Vértiz – who are Filipina American and

them.’’ It could be an exasperated rega~no, or scolding, or

Chicana, respectively – was billed as a ‘‘birthday party for

‘‘the name of someone’s long lost love. . . . Ay corazon,

our books,’’ complete with cake, activities, and a pi~
nata, and

might be whispered to oneself in delicious memory, or

open to everyone. ‘‘Bring a plate of food to share, and invite

yearning anticipation.’’ Ay corazon is ‘‘an emotional holo-

your mom, siblings, titas, and vecinas,’’ read the flier adver-

graph for the community,’’ wrote Fragoza.

30
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corazon’ audience is all the commuters that leave their

tising the event, using the Tagalog and Spanish words for

SEMAP works within the range of possibility that is

aunts and neighbors.33 Referring to Vértiz’s book, which

opened up by the SGV’s suburban cosmopolitanism. For

contains deeply personal material about her family history,

example, the Activate Vacant projects involved trespassing

Guzmán explained, ‘‘This book is . . . about her people,

on or modifying private or city property. In one, artist Chris-

right?’’ Book readings are rarely designed for the people

topher Velasco and others filled a vacant lot with string

who are represented in books, he added. SEMAP strives to

designs. ‘‘The police drove by, like, maybe two, three times,

change that by intentionally creating spaces where ‘‘our

and they looked at us, and we kept doing our thing, and we

smartest friends can still come, and our moms can be com-

had some coffee and donuts set up, and we were talking to

fortable at this event, and our kids can be there.’’34

people at the bus stops. . . . And they didn’t say anything to
us,’’ said Fragoza.

Although to date, most of SEMAP’s core members have
been Chicana and Chicano, the projects are always created

Guzmán added, ‘‘They don’t know how to read it, I think,

and structured to foster openness. The group has collabo-

because it’s not graffiti. They could read graffiti real easy.

rated on projects with archivists and historians in Mexico

‘That’s graffiti, that’s vandalism.’ But they’re like, string?

City, and with the Black Arts Collective in Philadelphia. As

There’s a little girl there. How old is she? Old people hang-

Guzmán told me, ‘‘in other places, you always have to

31

ing out. What do they do with that?’’ For another project,

defend yourself. . . . There’s always this sort of question

Guzmán’s ‘‘mom and his dad were there, and sometimes

that’s under there, like how radical or how ‘down’ are you?

the baby’s there. So it’s just like, super domestic.’’

32

I think in El Monte . . . that’s rarely a question. It’s more like,
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‘Oh, you’re doing something cool, what are you doing?’ . . . I

person or every society should converge on a single model of

just feel like it’s open. We can think about doing a mural

life.’’39 Appiah writes that cosmopolitans are found among

about whatever we want. It doesn’t have to be Zapata or

both the ‘‘best off’’ and the ‘‘worst off’’ in society; in fact,

Villa. It doesn’t have to be these Chicano tropes that are

‘‘ignorance about the ways of others is largely a privilege of

35

like, clearly outlined for people. We can be pochos, we don’t
have to be Chicanos.’’

36

the powerful.’’40 Typically, American suburbs are not associated with cosmopolitanism. Developed and perpetuated with
exclusionary principles, they have served as spatial expressions of class and racial homogeneity since the mid-

project, for which they received a grant from the city of Los

twentieth century: middle-class and wealthy, white, upwardly

Angeles, scholars, artists, writers, and community members

mobile, lacking in cultural diversity, and flush with privilege.

have written essays and made art telling the histories of

Central city ghettoes, barrios, and Chinatowns have consti-

El Monte and South El Monte with a clear ‘‘history from

tuted the inverse mirrors of suburbs: poor; brown, yellow, and

below’’ perspective. Topics include the Tongva/Gabrielino

black; rich with cultural diversity; and starved of resources.

revolt at the San Gabriel Mission in 1785, the 1933 El Monte

Because the contrasts between wealthy and poor, and

Berry Strike (a significant farm workers’ strike in California

white and nonwhite, are so apparent in urban centers, most

history), and a speech given by Mexican anarchist Ricardo

scholarship on race, class, and culture has focused there.

Flores Magón in 1917. There are or will be essays on swap

However, demographic transformation in the United States

meets, musical subcultures, queer history, and Cambodian

as well as the ‘‘browning’’ of American suburbs demand that

immigrants, and ephemera from the Legion Stadium and

more attention be paid to majority-nonwhite, multiracial,

fliers from El Monte’s Chicana/o punk scene have been

suburban metropolitan areas such as the SGV for such urban

preserved. The essays, which were originally posted on

research to remain relevant.41 As historian Scott Kurashige

a blog, were picked up by local public television station

has pointed out, in a ‘‘polyethnic majority,’’ racial integration

KCET’s Departures website and are now published regularly

depends less on the distribution of people of color in relation

there as well. SEMAP plans eventually to publish a printed

to whites and more on the relationships among multiple

reader and continues gathering materials for the archive.

ethnic and racial communities.42

Fragoza and Guzmán are full of ideas for the future,
among them to create a hybrid, pan-Asian and Mexican
garden. ‘‘It’d be cool if there was like, a chile with a dragonfruit. But somehow, a beautiful garden,’’ said Guzmán.

In the love poem, ‘‘It’s Not New York,’’ Cherrı́e Moraga,
as a former child of the SGV, wrote:
This is joy.
It has the name and look of her,

Community members could go to the garden to attend pro-

her black eyes, my childhood eyes staring back at me

grams and learn about different kinds of plants. ‘‘We like

and nothing in our mutual LA sub-urban pasts prepared us

to think that there’s an openness, or . . . the absence of stuff

for this moment . . . 43

means that there’s more room for new things to come
out. . . . We’ll see if that’s true.’’37
Cosmopolitanism—the idea of being a citizen of the
entire world—is an old idea.38 In seeking to apply cosmopolitanism anew to the world we live in today, philosopher
and cultural theorist Kwame Anthony Appiah emphasizes
two threads: first, the idea that we have obligations to others
‘‘that stretch beyond those to whom we are related by the

The familiar and familial are made new in this moment of
connection.44 Moraga’s poem affirms the importance of
affinity and chosen commonality, and yet, there’s something
in those ‘‘mutual LA sub-urban pasts’’ that also connects the
two lovers—a way of thinking, a framework of experience
that moves away from those overdetermined centers, that
moves ‘‘east of east’’ to a moment of utopian promise. B

ties of kith and kind, or even . . . shared citizenship,’’ and
second, an interest in and respect for difference. ‘‘People
are different . . . and there is much to learn from our
differences. . . . Because there are so many human possibilities worth exploring, we neither expect nor desire that every

26
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SEMAP is open, but that does not mean the group lacks
a strong point of view. In its current East of East archive
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